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ABSTRACT 
For the generalized dihedral group, an effective method is given to construct a 
matrix which transforms group matrices to a convenient block-diagonal form. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G={gl,..., g,} be a finite group of order m. An m X m matrix A is 
said to be a group matrix for G if there is a mapping u of G into the field C of 
complex numbers such that [Alij =u(giplgi) for all i, j= 1,. . . , m. In particu- 
lar, if G is a cyclic group where gi =gi-i for j= 1,. . . , m and some element g 
in G, then the corresponding group matrices are circulant matrices. For any 
circulant matrix, a formula to express its determinant as a product of linear 
combinations of its components was presented by W. Spottiswoode in 1853; 
related historical information is given in [3]. Later investigations about the 
determinants of group matrices by R. Dedekind and G. Frobenius led directly 
to the discovery of representation theory. Various topics related to abelian 
group matrices were recently studied by different authors, e.g. Chalkley [l], 
Garbanati [2], Thompson [4], and Wang [5]. In this paper, we will use results 
on abelian group matrices to study the group matrices for a generalized 
dehedral group. We say that G is a generalized dehedral group, denoted by 
Dih(H), if G contains an abelian normal subgroup H of index 2 and an 
element x @ H such that x2 = 1 and xhx = h-’ for each h E H. The purpose of 
this paper is to develop an effective method to transform group matrices for 
Dih(H) to a useful block-diagonal form. As an application, we will show how 
to compute the Moore-Penrose inverse of a group matrix for Dih(H). 
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1. GROUP MATRICES FOR Dih(H) 
Let Dih( H) be the generalized dihedral group as defined in the Introduc- 
tion. If h, = 1,. . . , h, is an ordering for the elements of H where n = 1 H (, then 
a group matrix for the ordering g,, . . . , g,, of elements of Dih( H) given by 
g,=h,,...,g.=h,, gn+1=xh1,...>g2n=xh, 
has the form 
where u is a mapping of G into C. Because xhx = h- ’ for each h E H, we have 
where A and C are matrices of order n given by 
A= [ u( h,‘hi)] and C=[u(xhiht)]. 
For the permutation u of { 1,2,. . . , n} such that hi’ = hoc,,, where i = 
1 ,..., n, let PO be the permutation matrix of order n defined by PO =[Soci,,i]. 
Then P,” = I,. Let B= P,C. Then C= P,B and 
[BIii= SI ‘,(i,,ku(xhkhi)=u(xh,,i,hi) 
k=l 
where v( h)=u(xh) is a mapping of H into Q=. Thus A and B are group 
matrices for H and 
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This proves the “only if” part of the following theorem. The reader is 
invited to prove the “if” part. 
THEOREM 1.1. A is u group matrix for Dih( H) if and only if there are 
group matrices A and B for H so that 
PoB 
A= PAR A . [ 1 (I 
Since H is abelian, there are exactly n inequivalent one-dimensional 
representations X,, . . . , 
Let G=[nn-‘/2Xi(hi)] 
X, of H such that Xi(hi)=Xi(hi) for all i,j=l,...,n. 
b e a matrix of order n. The most important property of 
a group matrix for H is the following: 
THEOREM 1.2. Zf A is a group mattix for H with first row (a 1,. . . , a ,,), 
then ~21AL?=diag(~~~‘,,aiXi(hl),...,B~~IaiX,(h,)). 
We refer to [1,5] for a proof and further discussions. 
Including trivial cycles, we write 
as a product of disjoint cycles. Then 0 is also a permutation of { 1,2,. . . , n}. 
Let Ps =[6,,,,,i]. We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. 
(i) P&?=atp 
(ii) P,P,P,-P--Q, where 
Q= 
1 I 
I 
. I . 0 
1’ _-_-_ 1__________ 
IO 1 
11 0 
0; . . . 
I 0 1 
I 1 0 
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Proof Note that it was proved in [I] that a2 =P,. Then (i) follows from 
the associativity of matrix multiplication. Note also that POP, PO- ’ is a permu- 
tation matrix corresponding to the permutation 8 ~ ‘~6. From the definition of 
8, we have 
e-be=(i). . .(k)(k+ 1, kf2). . +I- 1, n>. 
This implies (ii). 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let A be a group matrix for Dih(H) with first row 
- (a l,“‘, a”, b 1,..., b,). Then 
where 
UT_‘1 1 
[ 1 fi 1 -1’ 
%I) *Pm 
%(k+l) *L%,k+2, 
*PB,k+l) %k +2) 
and 
ai = $j aiXi(gi), pi = 
. 
z bjXi(gi) for i=l,...,n. 
?=I i=l 
Proof. Note that u(l)= 1. By Theorem 1.1, we have 
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where A and B are group matrices for H with first row (a,, . . . , a,,) and 
(h 1,. . . , b,) respectively. Now we compute 
(u@SJPB-‘)-’ pAB p;B 
I 1 (ucmP,-‘) D 
=(z,c3PPBr-1)(U-%3zIn) pAB p;B (?mz,)(z,@w-1) 
[ 1 r3 
=(z,mg--‘) A+opoB 
I 
.“, B (z,mP,-‘) 
(r I 
= P&-‘(A+P,B)W-’ 
I 
0 
0 I PJ-‘( A-P,B)OP,-’ ’ 
and by Lemma 1.3, 
PBS2-1(AtP0B)QP,-1 =P,~-1AW’-1~P,0-1P,BS2P,-’ 
=P,W’AQP,-’ “P,P,P,-‘P&-‘B&P,-’ 
=Psdiag(a,,...,cll,)PB-l_tQPBdiag(&,...,&,)Ps-l 
= diag( cyOCIJ,. . . , ~ecn))tQdiag(PB(l))..., P~c,,). 
This implies our theorem. n 
COROLLARY 1.5. Zf A is a group matrix for Dih(H), then so is its 
Moore-Penrose inverse A+. 
2. AN EXAMPLE 
Let 
‘1 1 0’0 0 2 
0 1 110 2 0 
1 0 1,2 0 0 ----------- 
0 0 211 10’ 
‘0 2 010 1 1 
-2 0 01 1 0 l- 
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It is easy to see that A is a group matrix for Dih(2,). It is also easy to 
show that a=( 1)(2,3). It follows that oxidentity. Let ti=e2ni/3. Then an 
easy computation shows that CX~ =2, a2 = - w2, (us = -0, pr ~2, f12 =202, 
& =2w. We will find A+. By Theorem 1.4, the block diagonalization of A is 
equal to 
4 
-a2 202 
20 -w 
0 
2 
:2w, 
-2w2 
-w _ 
It is not difficult to find that 
and 
-202 + =L w 
-i”, -w 1 1 -2w2 . 3 -zw w2 1 
Since A+ is also a group matrix for Dih( Z,), let its first row be 
(c,, c2, c3, d,, d,, ds). Then 
c,+c2+c,+d,+d2+d,=~, 
cl +c, +c, -d, -d, -d, =O, 
Cl +c2w+cp2= $a, 
d +d w+d w2=%w2 1 2 3 .3 ) 
d, +d,w2 +d,w=$~. 
-5 19 -5’ -13 - 13 35 
-5 -5 19 ; -13 35 - 13 
At= & - -?_ - --_5 _ _ 11_3_ _-13_ 
-13 -13 
_:5-;_ -35 
35, -5 19 -5 
-13 35 -131 -5 -5 19 
- - 35 13 -13 1 19 -5 -5- 
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The author of this paper is very grateful to a referee for the suggestions 
and comments on an early version of this paper. 
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